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CMSGlimos Instructions

Title: CMS Underground Guide MOOCie Training

Description

Duration: ~5 min each

Audience

Material

CERN video content owner

Other information

Related Videos

Create a new video under this topic

Video Discussion
Title: CMS Underground Guide MOOCie Training

Description

CMS Underground Guide Training. In this course, the basic safety rules for CMS underground visits are explained. The trainees are taught how to plan/organize a CMS underground visit along important safety aspects of the CMS underground facilities.

Duration: ~5 min each

Audience

Future CMS Underground guides

Material

Safety documentation, video course

CERN video content owner

Niels Dupont, Michael Brodski, William Esposito (CMS safety team)

Other information:

Related Videos

Create a new video under this topic

Create a new Video: (Use a topic name in WikiNotation)

Video Discussion

use the attach button below to upload the video to this page. Then copy/paste the %ATTACHURL% url the video tag above
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